Gunnebo SafeRecycling R7/RS7
Increase efficiencies and security in retail operations
As cash transactions increase worldwide, retailers are
increasingly looking for new ways to protect against shrinkage
and robbery, while cost and time savings remain a primary
concern. Increased security, productivity and operational
efficiency can be achieved through a cash management solution
that handles cash transactions quickly and efficiently.
Although retail cash usage is particularly strong, it comes with
specific challenges for retailers:
• Security risks: Large amounts of cash on site leave retailers
vulnerable to robbery
• Lost time: Cash reconciliation takes time, often at the
expense of sales and customer service
• Shrinkage: Employee theft, shoplifting, administrative error
and vendor fraud as a result of inefficient cash management
procedures all contribute to retail shrinkage

• High costs: Back-office administrative tasks cost time and
staff resources
Complete self-service cash management made easy
The SafeRecycling R7/RS7 is a self-service cash recycling
system that combines depositing and dispensing capabilities in
one convenient solution. You can quickly and securely fill,
replenish and reconcile tills. Since notes can be withdrawn and
deposited, you benefit from a closed cash cycle, resulting in less
emptying and filling machines, and lower administrative costs.
The R7/RS7 is supported by proven technologies for note and
coin recyclers that were used in the bank sector. It has been
specifically designed for the back-office areas of big retail
outlets.

Gunnebo is a global leader in cash management solutions and services for businesses
worldwide. The RS7 Lite is designed to equip retail staff with tills that can be restocked
and reconciled with speed and accuracy. It is particularly suited to large supermarkets,
shopping malls and entertainment venues such as casinos, arenas and stadiums.

Step 1: Filling
Select a pre-defined mix for your tills or choose from a
selection of mixes. To make filling easier, coins are
delivered by denomination in a bowl with a dispensing
speed of up to 24 coins per second, when all 6 hoppers
dispense simultaneously. Direct filling of the till is also
possible.

Step 2: Refilling
Replenish certain denominations up to a pre-defined limit
throughout the day. A head cashier can also perform
these actions on behalf of several cashiers.

Benefits
• Increased security and reduced risk of robbery as
notes are stored in a certified safe
• Manual deposit slot provides reliable and secure way
to separate and store notes and coins
• Optional biometric readers available
• Real-time cash monitoring via CashControl software,
allowing remote tracking and reporting of cash levels
• Time savings via simplified till opening and balancing
• Cost savings through improved collection planning
• Easy-to-use system reduces time to train users
• Pre-credit* of the cash amounts deposited in the
machine. Details of the cash amounts are
automatically sent to the bank, allowing the retailer's
account to be pre-credited.
*Pre-credit is submitted to the cooperation and
authorization of the bank.

Technical Data
Coins

Step 3: Reconciling
Deposit bundles of up to 300 notes or the complete till
with coins all at once. Up to 700 coins in 6 denominations
can be counted and sorted per minute and up to 10
notes counted per second. Funds are automatically
counted and authenticated, and a receipt is issued.

Step 4: Monitoring
Continuously track the real-time cash level of each safe
using Gunnebo's CashControl web-based monitoring
software. This software can be hosted by you or
Gunnebo, and the program runned locally or centrally.

Sorting speed: 700 coins/minute
Sorting capacity: Up to 6 hoppers
Coin capacity: 10,700 coins+overflow of up to 10,000
coins
Dispensing speed: Up to 24 coins/second
simultaneously
Coin dispensing: Coins are sorted by denomination
into separate coin bowls and stored in a lockable
drawer
Notes
Counting speed: Up to 10 notes/second
Note bundle: Up to 300 notes/deposit (multiple
deposits) continuous feed
Recycling capacity: Up to 8 denominations
Banknote capacity: 5 cassettes between 2,250-3,400
notes each, up to 17,000 notes
Availability: 24/7 self-service
Operation: Freestanding
Dimensions: 49.2 x 36.3 x 36 inches (HxWxD)
Weight: 1,525 lbs. (empty)
Power supply: 120V, 60Hz

Features at a glance
• Operation modes: configuration as a cash-in or cash-out terminal, combined cashin/cash-out or full recycler, or use to exchange notes for different denominations
• Advanced user interface: 10.1" integrated touch screen that guides the user
through each transaction
• Counterfeit rejection: optical, ultraviolet, infrared and magnetic sensors that
remove suspect and poor quality notes from circulation
• Maximum security: store cash in a UL-291 certified safe

Hamilton Security
7775 Cooper Road, Cincinnati, OH 45242
Tel 513.874.3733. www.gunnebo.us

Gunnebo Cash Management solutions are sold
and serviced in the U.S. through a network of
Hamilton Security channel partners nationwide.
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